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Editorial
Abstract
Welcome to The Mythic Circle #12. We apologize for the lateness of this issue. Tina’s triplets (!), bom in
March, slowed her down considerably over the past few months. They are now beginning to sleep at night,
however, and she anticipates returning to a normal pace soon. We appreciate your patience in the
meantime.
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though the ending felt slightly anti-climactic. I think the first
paragraph of this story could be improved on, particularly the
senteocebeginningwith "Nootherphysical,livingpresence".

'ditorial

Amy Wolf's "Cat's Paw" could use a new title; this one
Welcome to The Mythic Circle #12. We apologize for
the lateness of this issue. Tina's triplets(!), born in March,
slowed her down considerably over the past few months.
They are now beginning to sleep at night, however, and she
anticipates remming to a normal pace soon • .We appreciate
your patience in the meantime.
This issue contains a fair amount of poetry, as did the last
two, and we feel we have whittled our backlog to a manageable level. Therefore we are reopening the magazine to poetry
submissions. (There is still a backlog, though, so be aware
that poems won't be published for a year or so.). We thank
Paul Nolan Hyde for creating the lovely lettering which
begins each story.
Our sponsoring organization, the Mytbopoeic Society, is
instituting an overall change in pricing policy for its publications. Lynn Maudlin provides a description of the change,
which is appended at the end of the Letters of Comment This
will affect only new subscriptions, so if your subscription is
paid up you don't need to send money now. (Let's rethink
that Contributions to the Mythopoeic Society are tax- deductible, and, if they are earmarlced for The Mythic Circle, are
very helpful to us. If you feel moved to send money, do, by
all means, send money.).

is clever, but really doesn't have a lot to do with the events
of the story. Though the last sentence was a little too blunt to
satisfy me, I generally thought this st.ory well written.
"Passage in the N'tgbt" by Brian Mason held me breathless. only to let me fall - splat! - with its "and then I woke
up" coding. I have nothing against stories whose major events
are revealed to be visions or dreams, as long as those dreams
go on to somehow impact the "real life" of the character who
bas had them. To simply say "it was a dream" and leave it
there cheats the reader. Besides revising the ending, I would
recommend re-writing paragraph two, which is very
awkward (it is hard to describe mystical feelings). The character's following the summoning of the evening star because
be had "nothing better to do" is much too flippmt and hardly
credible.
I cannot accuse "The Theft of the Sun" of not telling a
good st.ory, but the telling itself I find lacking something.
Douglas Rossman' s prose is too worlcmanlike -- gets the job
done but no more. More imagery, and pethaps more finely
drawn emotions, might help. As it is, the "this happened and
then this happened and then this happened" style lacks
dynamics and therefore, foe me, suspense. (By the way, "but"
and "mere" in the first sentence's "butameielad" are redundant).

Tina Cooper and Christine Lowentrout

I

etters of Comment

Dear Christine and Tina,
I found The Mythic Circle #11 to be extraadinarily
satisfactory, and perhaps for this reason I find that I have far
fewer comments to make on it than usual. (Why is it so much
easier to blame than to praise? No doubt this bas something
to do with a certain fruit plucked from an Edenic tree .... ).
In a reverse from last issue, I greatly pref erred the stories to
the poetry, notable exceptions being (of course) Gwenytb's
poems. As your long-time readers will know, I have a bias
against free verse; because of this I liked "Seamist for Two
Voices" the best of Cle lie Rich's poems, and in spite of this
I rather liked Walter Kuchinsky's "Wind, Maybe" and David
Sparenberg's "Red Hawk Song." A number of the otbec
poems bad interesting bits in them, but many left me wondering what, after all, the poems were meant to mean. There is
no virtue in obscurity for its own sake; or maybe I'm just
dense.
Among the stories, I was not entirely sure I unders10od
the ending of Susanne Dieckman 's "Sun-Time;" nonetheless
I thoroughly enjoyed the story's delicate whimsy." A Special
Bus" by Charles Rampp was pleasingly warm and moving.
Dan O'Keefe's "The Light that Was Lorainne" (great title)
also moved me in a much more gut-wrenching sort of way,

Conda Doug]as' "The Rune Mastec" was effectively
chilling, but would, Ibelieve, have been even more effective
if it hadn't been so apparent from early on in the story how it
WU destined to end.
My favorite story in the issue was Y. W. Massie's "Enforced Adaption" - - a delightful lighbless of style combined
with a creeping sense of horror (a hard mix to achieve), and
then an ending one could not help but feel happy abouL (At
least I couldn't help it, but then being an adorer of dogs I had
a naiural bias in favoc of it; also, one of my own stories
postulates a land world which, togethtt with its creablreS,
becomes a water world.) My complaint about this story js
that I would prefer anotbtt explanation, or no explanation at
all, to the "space alien" one given, but this too is probably a
bias on my part. Also, the last sentence could be beefed up a
bit (this letter makes it apparent that I am particularly picky
about endings).
Readers familiar with my work may be interested to
that after five y~ of rejections, I finally managed to
sell (I) a story - a dart fantasy (not horror) called "Son of
God, Daughter of Man" toPulphouse: A WtdlyMagaziM.
I don't know yet when the story will appear. Lesson to all
those others out there whose rejections total a hundred or
more: perserverance can pay off, a little, eventually.
know

Angelee ~Anderson
Westminster, California
Hurrah! It can happen.-TC
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